Your watch
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Single-Pusher Chronograph, complete calendar,
moon phases, under-lug correctors, self-winding
Calibre 66cm8, up to 40-hour autonomy.

The crown has two distinct positions AND A Pushbutton:
Position A, crown in manual-winding position.
Position B, crown pulled out to time-setting position, enabling adjustment of the
hours and minutes.
USING THE CHRONOGRAPH:
Pushbutton A on the crown:
• 1st press: starts the chronograph
• 2nd press: stops the chronograph indications
• 3rd press: resets the chronograph indications.
Nota bene: to ensure smooth running of the chronograph, push the winding stem
back into position A before any handling of the chronograph functions.
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Fast calendar adjustments:
Correctors 1,2,3 and 4, located under the case lugs, serve to adjust the complete
calendar and can be actuated with a finger or by using the tool supplied with the
watch.
A

B

1. To adjust the date: corrector 3, located at 7 o’clock
2. To adjust the day: corrector 4, located at 11 o’clock
3. To adjust the month: corrector 1, located at 1 o’clock
4. To adjust the moon phases: place the disc in the full-moon position using corrector
2 located at 5 o’clock. Check the date of the last full moon using a lunar calendar.
Press corrector 2 the same number of times as the days that have elapsed since the
last full moon.
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under-lug corrector
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Important
Corrections of the date, day, month and moon phase may be performed at
any time of the day or night without any risk of damaging the mechanism.
Nonetheless, when the moon is changing position – between 5 and 7.30 pm –
the moon-phase indicator will only jump the current phase. To move the
disc several moon phases forward, such an adjustment must be performed
outside of this time-frame. During the change of date and day – between
8 pm and 0.30 am – the date and day indicators will only jump the current
date and day. To move several dates or days forward, the adjustment must
be performed outside this time-frame.

TRIPLE-BLADE FOLDING CLASP (WITH PRONG)
Only Blancpain wristbands specially designed for this folding clasp should be used. For
your safety and comfort, we advise you to have your new clasp fitted by an authorised
Blancpain retailer. You can always then adjust the length of the wristband yourself.
Opening
To open the fastening, place one finger on each side of the clasp and pull it upwards
(Fig. 1). Proceed in the same manner to open the other blade (Fig. 2).
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Closing
Slip your Blancpain watch on your wrist and close the folding blades as indicated on
figures 3 and 4.
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Adjusting the wristband:
Slide the section of the wristband into the clasp and insert the prong into the desired
hole (Fig. 5). Move the prong to another hole if necessary.
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